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CROSSTOWN

Philosophy

A new and innovative twist on a metal frame contains 
exquisite details that evoke fashion and exude personality. 
The hand painted detail at the top of the eye rim commands 
a second look when a fan of yours notices the attention to 
detail on your favorite frame. The unique square shape is 
an exploration and adds animation. This style is taken to 
the next level with the added element of a clip.

Size

A 48 | B 41 | ED 49 | DBL 21 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 1421 - NAVY BLUE

• 2136 - GOLD

Features

• Square shape metal

• Hand nished platings with custom coloration 
materials

• OBE Injection Safety screws

Materials

• Stainless steel

• Mazzucchelli acetate temple sleeve



FER CUTE

Philosophy

This frame takes you on a dreamy adventure. From the 
romantic gestures on the curves that highlight the sheer 
material behind to the unexpected inverted curvature 
in the top metal bar, this beauty is truly ‘Fer Cute’. The 
movement leads you through the cute curves and 
emotions, invoking catty romanticism with a sinuous 
balance of playful, adventurous energy. With a grown-
up play on the word cute, this frame evokes curiosity, 
playfulness, and adventure without being too sweet.

Size

A 51 | B 41 | ED 52 | DBL 16 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 1140 - OLIVE/PALE PINK/ROSE GOLD

• 1152 - MAUVE/LILAC/SILVER

Features

• Upswept cat shape

• OBE Injection Safety screws

Materials

• Custom laminantion featuring Mazzucchelli acetate

• Stainless steel



HOLY BUCKETS

Philosophy

Just like the name, these frames elicit euphemism in a 
playful, forbidden way. Sassy and sophisticated while still 
incorporating a playful pop through the bi-layered colored 
rims. The hand-polished temple is artistically crafted for 
maximum comfort and is balanced by a robust and steady 
metal catty frame. The sinuous, graceful movement evokes 
elegant charm as well as playful beauty.

Size

A 50 | B 37 | ED 51 | DBL 16 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 244 - AMETHYST/ROSE GOLD

• 288 - SCARLET/GOLD

• 293 - TEAL/GOLD

Features

• Dual toned cat

• OBE Injection Safety screws

Materials

• Stainless steel



OH FOR CUTE

Philosophy

This glam glass takes a shape that’s uplifting and balanced, 
and then the carve away provides a certain dissonance 
and agitation to create a more euphonious design. The 
hand-laminated mixes that incorporate color blocking 
on the side for a complimentary twist that adds layers 
and textures. There is a definite artistic mastery of color 
between the lamination and colors.

Size

A 52 | B 37 | ED 53 | DBL 16 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 1153 - GREY BLUSH FADE

• 2272 - PURPLE BLUE FADE

• 2298 - ROSEY CHEEKS

Features

• Inspired butterly shape

• Custom laminated brow

• OBE Injection Safety screws

Materials

• Premium Italian designed acetate



SWIMSUIT WINTER

Philosophy

Beautifully sparkling, bitingly keen, the frosted crystal and 
ice coloration ebbs and flows with a warm and fuzzy zone 
that presents a juxtaposition. The color articulates the 
varying geography and planes, bringing a new dimension 
to the frames and the wearer’s face. Imagine the feelings of 
anticipation and exploration you feel before jumping into 
a lake in the middle of winter. These icy opticals embody 
those feelings of boldness and daring.

Size

A 52 | B 40 | ED 53 | DBL 16 | TMPL 140

Colors

• 1083 - PURPLE TORTOISE/BURGUNDY

• 1084 - ICE/BLUE

• 1137 - BLUE TORTOISE/TAUPE

Features

• Handmade style

• OBE Injection Safety screws

Materials

• Custom laminations with Mazzucchelli acetate



UP NORTH

Philosophy

The hand-painted element of this style gives a little 
signature to the brow. The artistry in the highs and lows 
of the lines creates surface movement, which gives off a 
light, gestural feel. Cleverly named, the Up North refers to 
where all the action happens on these frames alongside 
the brow.

Size

A 53 | B 35 | ED 54 | DBL 14 | TMPL 140

Colors

 • 134 - BLACK

• 465 - BURGUNDY

Features

• Upswept rectangle shape

• Handmade style

• OBE Injection Safety screws

Materials

• Stainless steel
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